ABSTRACT Mathematical modeling of detailed cardiac function has become possible in recent years. Computer simulations have been conducted to reproduce electrical phenomena of the heart. However, substantial effort and computational cost are required to construct an electrocardiogram (ECG) generation model based on multiple parameters of cardiac tissue. In addition, most previous studies simplified the anatomy and the region of the body considered. Such modeling may not be applicable for the system design of wearable sensing in ECG. In this study, we propose a computational model of ECG generation with multiple electric dipoles to reduce the complexity and computational cost of ECG modeling. In this study, first, the electrical potential distribution on the surface of an anatomically detailed model was computed with volume conductor (electrical) analysis. We subsequently simulated the propagation of the electrical excitation of the heart by sequentially placing electric dipoles according to conduction velocity. Our computational results demonstrate the effectiveness of the ECG model using electric dipoles in comparison with measurement and the necessity to discuss the ground in a 12-lead ECG for the whole-body model. The required computational time was less than 30 min even in a workstation (2 CPUs, 28 cores, and 2.20 GHz), i.e., significantly less than those of previous studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
An electrocardiogram (ECG) is the recording of bioelectric signals, which are measured by multiple electrodes on a body surface, from the heart. The main feature of ECGs is that signals can be measured in a noninvasive manner and almost in real time [1] . ECGs were invented more than 100 years ago, and they are still used as an essential tool to detect early heart disease. Recently, ECG has been applied in wearable-based systems for monitoring health condition [2] .
The mechanisms of cardiac electrophysiology have been elucidated by numerous in vivo and in vitro experimental studies (e.g., [1] - [3] ). In recent years, improvements in computer performance have enabled detailed modeling toward clarifying these mechanisms [4] - [6] .
To interpret ECG signals for medical diagnostics, computer modeling and simulation of ECGs, known as the forward problem of electrocardiography, have become essential
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issues [7] , [8] . Several studies have been conducted as the first step to solve the inverse problem of electrocardiography [9] - [11] . The reproduction of the forward problem of electrocardiography depends on various factors such as modeling the electrical activity in the heart, the heart-body coupling condition, the conduction system, and myocardial anisotropy [12] . The important factors in the forward problem are the modeling of a cardiac source and volume conductor [12] ; the latter is an electromagnetic analysis where the human tissue is assumed to be a conductor [9] , [13] - [16] . Two primary approaches can be used to represent a cardiac source. One is using a representative bidomain model in which the electrical behavior at a cell is derived as a cardiac source and subsequently excitation propagation is analyzed in more detail using a volume conductor model [17] . However, this model is computationally complicated because it sets multiple parameters of cardiac tissue including conductivity tensor and membrane capacity. [17] . The other model considers an equivalent current dipole (single dipole, moving dipole, multiple dipoles, etc.) as the basic cardiac source [1] , [18] - [21] .
Direct electrophysiological interpretation is possible only for electrical activities in a small part of the myocardium in a dipole model [18] , [20] .
Even though volume conductor modeling has been developed extensively, multiscale and multiphysics techniques are further required to construct gene levels and personalized cardiac models [4] , [8] , [22] , [23] . The volume conductor model for a simplified geometric model has been widely developed to consider the anatomical structure of the heart [8] . However, to reproduce a realistic 12-lead ECG, it is necessary to analyze excitation propagations over a whole-body model. The misplacement of electrode positions has caused substantial error in clinical ECGs [24] . Moreover, the position of limb electrodes has directly affected all leads and changed the shape and amplitude of the ECG waveform [25] . However, many previous studies have only analyzed the torso part in detail, thereby simplifying the model anatomy [13] , [15] , [26] . To the best of our knowledge, only one study has analyzed ECGs using anatomical whole-body models but with a fixed single dipole as a preliminary study [21] .
Based on the abovementioned difficulties in the forward problem of electrocardiography, it is important to reproduce ECGs using a simpler computational procedure. If an ECG is replicated in a relatively simplified manner, the resultant ECG waveform may be applicable to different fields including the inverse problems of electrocardiography and healthcare applications such as optimization of electrode positions for wearable ECG monitoring devices.
In this study, we propose a computational model of ECG generation with multiple electric dipoles. In the proposed model, the body surface potential distribution of an anatomically detailed model is computed with the volume conductor model in a frequency domain based on a quasi-static approximation. The electrophysiological phenomenon of the heart was approximated by multiple electric dipoles placed sequentially in the conduction system. Subsequently, ECG waveforms were simulated by superposing the ECG potential generated by each dipole in the time domain considering the conduction velocity of current.
II. METHOD AND MODEL

A. ANATOMICAL HUMAN BODY MODEL
We used the anatomical human model of a normal Japanese adult male (TARO) [27] to model a volume conductor. This model consists of 51 types of anatomical tissues, such as skin, muscle, bone, and heart, with a resolution of 2 mm. The heart of the model consists of only one tissue, and the atrium and ventricle are not clearly divided. The electrical conductivity of the tissues is assigned based on the 4-Cole-Cole model [28] . The skin's conductivity is assigned as 0.1 S/m [29] because extremely low conductivities have been reported by a few studies, which correspond to the stratum corneum [30] . Outline of cardiac conduction system; definitions of P, Q, R, S, and T waves. The propagation speed of current reported in [1] is also shown. Figure 1 shows the outline of the cardiac conduction system. A sinus node, which is a crescent-shaped muscle cell, is located around the superior vena cava of the right atrium [1] . The sinus node is a self-excitable cell and generates an action potential at 60 to 100 times per minute [3] . This action potential propagates in the atrium muscle. Nonconductive walls of fibrous tissues exist at the boundary between the atrium and ventricle. In normal hearts, action potentials cannot propagate directly across the boundary. The only conduction path from the atrium to the ventricle is the atrioventricular node (A-V node) located at the atriumventricle boundary. After the action potential is propagated to the atrioventricular node, it is successively propagated through the bundle of His, bundle branches, and Purkinje fibers. The waveform of the ECG records a combination of electrical activities from all cardiac cells, including propagation in these specialized tissues. The typical waveform of an ECG comprises three waves: P-wave, QRS-complex, and T-wave. These waves correspond to atrial depolarization, ventricular depolarization, and repolarization, respectively. The T-wave generated by the repolarization process does not indicate the propagation of the action potential by the conduction system, and the waveform changes according to various parameters (e.g., heart rate, action potential duration, dispersion of repolarization) [31] . In addition, the primary target of this simulation is to analyze the propagation of the ECG over the whole body considering health monitoring applications. We thus do not simulate the T-wave in this study. The conduction velocity of the activation potential in each tissue is shown in Fig. 1 .
B. CONDUCTION SYSTEMS OF THE HEART AND ECG
We assume that the propagation of electrical excitation in the conduction pathway of the heart can be approximated by sequentially placed electric dipoles as a moving input wave source. Figure 2 shows the placement of electrical charge in the heart and the A-V node is the assumed position in the analysis model. As mentioned above, the action potential generated at the sinus node propagates throughout the atrium. Three primary specific pathways connect the sinus node to the atrioventricular node [32] . These pathways are special paths that propagate the action potential faster compared with the surrounding atrial tissues. Among them, the anterior pathway is the most prominent. Therefore, we assumed a propagation pathway only for the anterior pathway to simplify the ECG model. In addition, we simulated bundle branches by one path and Purkinje fibers by two paths. In the simulation of Purkinje fibers, we placed a single input source corresponding to each path and the result of each analysis was combined to reproduce the branch of the paths.
The length between the electric dipoles depends on the arrangement angle; thus, it is difficult to unify this length. If the amount of charge, q, and the length between the electric dipoles, l, is sufficiently short relative to the distance, r, from the middle point of two charges to a measurement point, the electric potential, φ r generated by the electric dipole is proportional to l [1] . This is because the electric potential corresponding to the electric dipole, P of arbitrary magnitude is φ r ∝ P = ql based on the assumption of linearity, regardless of whether the volume conductor is homogeneous or inhomogeneous. Assuming that the action potential generated at the sinus node propagates through the cardiac tissue at a constant amplitude, which is supported by charge conservation, modeling necessary by equalizing the length between the electric dipoles. However, in the voxel model, the charge of the input source is placed only at each vertex, and it is difficult to unify the dipole moment while discretizing the current pathway. Therefore, the nonuniformity of the dipole moment is addressed by introducing a compensation factor, which is given by equation (1), for the scalar potential obtained by numerical calculation.
where φ m , l o , and l dm are the scalar potential obtained by numerical calculation, the average of the dipole length in each part, and the length of dipoles obtained in each analysis, respectively. In this study, the frequency of the electric dipole (potential) was assumed as 1 Hz for simplicity. This is because the activation potential is generated at the sinus node in the range of 60 to 100 times per minute.
C. SCALAR-POTENTIAL FINITE-DIFFERENCE METHOD
In the ECG modeling, the displacement current can be ignored because the intrinsic frequency of the cardiac action potential is approximately 1 Hz [1] , [3] (See also Sec. II. B), which is well below 100 kHz [33] , which is an estimate of the regime of the quasi-static regime in biological tissues.
The numerical methods typically used for solving the forward problem of electrocardiography are the electro-quasistatic finite element method (FEM) with tetrahedrons [26] . However, the computational cost of analyzing a whole-body model using the FEM is extremely high when the model is discretized with tetrahedrons. Therefore, we solve potentials in an analysis area based on the scalar-potential finitedifference (SPFD) method, which is suitable for the fast calculation of the electric field in a frequency domain. Because of the discretization with voxels, anatomical human body models are used easily [34] , [35] .
The scalar potential, φ, induced in the volume conductor is given by the Poisson equation.
where σ , J, n B , Ω, and B s are the electrical conductivity, current density, a unit vector outwardly normal to the body surface, volume conductor, and body surface, respectively. We discretize equation (2) based on a quasistatic approximation [36] to obtain the following equation:
where n, φ n , ω, q, and S n denote the node indexes, electric scalar potential at node n-th node, angular frequency, electrical charge at 0-th node, and edge conductance from the n-th node to the 0-th node derived from the tissue conductivity of the surrounding voxels, respectively. Figure 3 shows the definition of the electric scalar potential in the SPFD method. The electric scalar potential is defined as an unknown variable on the black lattice points in Fig. 3 . With the difference method, the potential of the 0-th node at the intersection of cells in Fig. 3 can be defined with respect to the potential of the node in the total six directions of the adjacent x, y and z components and the edge conductance of each direction [34] , [35] . The boundary condition of equation (2) is satisfied by setting air voxels adjacent to the body surface. The amount of charge is determined to generate the amplitude of ECG of healthy subjects [37] . This amount equation (3) was set equal for all the cases to satisfy the continuity of current. The branch current flowing from one node to a neighboring node along the side of the voxels was derived by defining scalar potentials (unknowns) at each node of a cubic voxel. This branch current included a scalar potential due to the applied electric charge and the impedance between nodes. Subsequently, simultaneous equations were obtained by utilizing Kirchhoff's current law at all nodes. Potentials were solved iteratively using the successive over-relaxation (SOR) method [38] and multigrid method [39] . The SOR method solves a linear system of equations using grids of the same size. It requires considerable time to obtain sufficient accuracy. On the contrary, the multigrid method efficiently reduces errors by utilizing multiple grids of different sizes. Therefore, we prepared six multigrid levels to reduce the time required for iterative calculations and continued the calculations until the relative residual was less than 10 −6 .
D. 12-LEAD ECG
The most typically used ECG is the standard 12-lead ECG composed of Einthoven limb leads, Goldberger augmented leads, and Wilson's precordial leads [1] . Einthoven limb leads and Goldberger augmented leads are collectively referred to as limb leads. Each lead is derived by the following equations (4):
where ψ n , ψ F , ψ R , and ψ L are the measurement potentials of the chest, left ankle, right wrist, and left wrist, respectively. We selected nine electrode (observation) points corresponding to electrode positions of the standard 12-lead ECG that are located on the chest and limb of the human model. In the case of precordial leads, the average potential of both wrists and of the left ankle were considered as the reference potential (Wilson Central Terminal: WCT) [1] . Figure 4 shows the electrode positions for an ECG. 
E. RECONSTRUCTION OF ECG WAVEFORM
The ECG is reconstructed in the time domain as postprocessing. Generally, sampled signals are expressed in an equal-interval time domain. However, in this study, we generated the time axis series based on signal propagation speed and the approximated continuous signal was obtained through linear interpolation. Subsequently, the ECG was reconstructed by limiting the frequency component to 100 Hz or less for each of the P-wave and QRS-complex [33] . First, the body surface potential for a single electric dipole as an input source was calculated using the SPFD method. Next, we calculated the propagation time of the action potential in the heart using its propagation velocity and the distance between positive and negative charges. The distance between positive and negative charges is determined by the direction of the electric dipole, which is based on the angle at which the conduction pathway is discretized. Then, the body surface potential distribution at the time calculated by the equations (5) and (6) is calculated. Finally, the ECG is reconstructed based on 12-lead ECG from the body surface potential distribution at each time.
The time axis series t k at the k-th electrical charge is derived by the following equations (5) and (6) .
where r k , v part, and m are the position vector of k-th electrical charge, the propagation speed in the atrium and ventricle, and the index representing the A-V node of the analysis model, respectively. The propagation velocities in the atrium and ventricle are 0.3 and 1.9 m/s, respectively [1] , [3] . Finally, the leads are integrated in the time domain.
III. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
A. VERIFICATION OF NUMERICAL METHODS
Computer simulation was performed to verify the numerical accuracy for the forward problem of ECG by the SPFD method. The volume conductor was approximated by a rectangular torso model consisting of 7,560,000 voxels. The torso model was solved using COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL AB, Switzerland, v5.3a) which is based on FEM solver with Intel Xeon E5-2643 v4 @ 3.40 GHz running Windows 10. Figure 5 shows the geometry of simplified torso model. Numerical accuracy was evaluated by relative difference (RD) defined as follows.
where φ FEM , φ SPFD , and N s are the scalar potential obtained by FEM and SPFD, and number of skin elements. The same multigrid levels and relative residuals were set as in Sec. II C to compare numerical accuracy. Figure 6 shows the RD between FEM and SPFD with increasing number of tetrahedral elements. Table 1 shows numerical accuracy and CPU time between FEM and SPFD. Table 1 shows that SPFD is about 5 times faster than FEM when RD is less than 1%. More pronounced differences in computational costs would be observed for more complex phantoms. Figure 7 shows the surface potential distribution from SPFD and FEM in simplified torso model. Figure 8 shows the computed distribution of the body surface potential corresponding to different electric dipoles. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , the body surface potential distributions differ significantly for different dipoles. Figure 9 shows the 12-lead ECG reconstructed as the waveform of the ECG in terms of Sec. II E. Figure 10 shows the change in the WCT potential.
B. DEMONSTRATION OF MODEL
C. VALIDATION
The characteristics of the waveform of the P-wave and QRS-complex are different depending on each lead [40] , [41] . The polarity of the P-wave is always positive in leads I1, VOLUME 7, 2019 I2, aV F and from V3 to V6, and it is negative only in lead aV R . It is variable in leads I3, aV L and V1-V2. In addition, the P-wave in lead V1 exhibits biphasicity with positive and negative deflection. In Einthoven limb leads, the polarity of the QRS-complex waveform is positive in leads I1 and I2, and is positive, negative, or intermediate in lead I3. In Goldberger augmented leads, the polarity of the QRS-complex waveform is negative in lead aV R and positive or intermediate in leads aV L and aV F .
In precordial leads, the polarity of the QRS-complex waveform is negative in leads V1 and V2 and positive in leads V5 and V6. It is positive, negative, or intermediate in leads V3 and V4. The change in polarity of the QRS-complex between V3 and V4 is referred to as the transition zone. QRS-complex in precordial leads are assessed qualitatively by confirming the progression of the R wave, which is an important property in precordial leads [14] . Figure 11 shows the R-wave progression in precordial leads. In addition to the polarity of these waveforms, the ECG records the waveform duration and its amplitude as important information, and previous study have used these feature quantities as validation [37] . Table 2 shows the comparison of the amplitude and duration of the reported ECG with those of a previous study [37] .
As shown in Fig. 9 , the approximate form of the P-wave is reproduced at all lead points. The duration of the P-wave matches the typical values in Table 2 . Furthermore, the amplitude of the P wave is within the typical upper and lower value of 0.05 mV to 0.25 mV [41] .
Therefore, it is sufficient to simulate the action potential in the atrium only with the anterior pathway. Moreover, the approximate form of the QRS-complex can be reproduced and the maximum value of the R-wave is within the range of normal values at all lead points. The duration of the QRScomplex indicates an appropriate value. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 11 the transition zone that is characteristic of precordial leads and progression of R-wave can be confirmed.
As shown in Fig. 10 , the form of change in the WCT potential is similar to that of the 12-lead ECG. The order of 0.2 mV amplitude of the WCT potential is consistent with that obtained in a previous study [25] .
D. ELECTRODE POSITION DEPENDENCY
We investigated whether electrode position affected the constructed ECG signals. Figure 8 shows that no difference exists between the magnitudes of potential from the wrist to the shoulder. Even if the electrode position of a limb shifts by several centimeters, the effect on the ECG waveform can be expected to be marginal. However, as mentioned in Section I, the position of the limb electrode has been reported to affect the shape and amplitude of the ECG [25] . Hence, we examined the variation in the ECG by changing the electrode positions on both arms from the wrist to the shoulder. Figure 12 shows the measurement positions on the left arm (and the right arm) and the variation in I1 at each position. Figure 13 shows the relative error in I1 with reference to the measured potential (Position 0) on the wrist. The error bar is the standard deviation of the relative error at each potential required to construct the waveform.
IV. DISCUSSION
We proposed a new and simple ECG generation model using multiple electric dipoles considering a human whole-body model. The feature of our model was that, unlike previous studies [14] , [15] , [42] , the electrical potential over the entire body could be computed easily with relatively low computational cost. The average computational time required for each dipole was approximately 100 s with Intel Xeon Gold-5120 @2.20 GHz running CentOS 7.5, and the total computation time of the simulation was 25 min. The postprocessing time for generating the waveform was negligible. This computational cost was considerably lower compared to conventional models. For example, the UT-Heart simulator required approximately 1 day to perform computation using a supercomputer, with the consideration of substantial physiology [6] .
As shown in Fig. 8 , the potential distribution on the body changed depending on the position and direction of the electric dipoles. The reconstructed waveforms were well within the reference values at different electrodes. Furthermore, it has been reported that the waveform and amplitude of the WCT changed with time, as reported in an experimental study [25] . The electrode positions of precordial leads were shown to be essential because the potential differed considerably at the chest position. In fact, the electrode positions for ECGs are carefully determined even in clinical practice. On the contrary, the body-surface potential distribution was almost identical for cases where the electrodes were located from the wrist to the arm. According to Figs. 12 and 13, changing the measurement position on both arms did not affect the ECG. However, the relative error and standard deviation increased remarkably at the measurement position above the elbow. Therefore, errors that affect the ground in a 12-lead ECG should be considered in computer simulations involving a torso model.
In the forward problem of electrocardiography, it is necessary to analyze potential using a volume conductor model with the consideration of cardiac geometry and electrode positions. The most uncertain factor is the discretization of the current pathway in a stair-casing grid. Stair-casing discretization is necessary in the finite difference method, including the SPFD method. Some of the differences in the modeling are attributable to the definition of electric dipoles, namely, the discretized input sources. In the SPFD method, dipole direction is affected by the resolution of a voxel. When assuming an extremely small dipole for discretizing the current pathway, the angle of the dipole is evidently different. For example, for a dipole with two voxels that correspond to 4 mm, which is twice the resolution of the analysis model in our computation, the dipole direction differed by the azimuth angle = 24 • and polar angle = 27 • at the maximum, resulting in an amplitude difference of 0.22 mV. This variation corresponds to the amplitude of the P-wave. In addition, as shown in Figure 14 , the angular resolution in the input wave source depends on the length of the dipoles and is a tradeoff with the time resolution in the reconstruction of the waveform. This is because each pole is located on the vertex of the voxels. Thus, the dipole moment of the input sources must be compensated. This issue may not be resolved easily even if using the FEM unless the source definition is designed carefully.
In this study, we focused on analyzing the propagation of ECG over the whole body. In the future, it will be possible to reproduce the ECG by correcting the individual difference, once a detailed individual whole-body model is constructed (see, e.g., [43] , [44] for the head modeling). Additional requirements for localizing the current source in the inverse problem would be accurate modeling techniques such as the creation of a personalized model and segmentation of the heart region [23] , [45] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed a new ECG generation model that considers the whole-body model with relatively low computational cost. We confirmed the effectiveness of the new computational method by comparing typical values of the ECG between the results obtained using the proposed method and the measurements in a healthy person. The computational time required for this computation was less than 30 min, which was much shorter than the conventional method even considering the whole body. In addition, we illustrated through computer simulations that the ground electrode location affected the ECG waveform when the electrodes were located above the elbow. In some cases, the whole-body model must be considered for ECG waveform construction. In the future, we will apply the proposed method to various fields such as the inverse problems of electrocardiography and healthcare applications.
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